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Widely known mentoring programmes within higher education are those that are stand-alone, functioning on a voluntary basis (Chester, Burton, Xenos, Elgar, & Denny, 2013). There is evidence to suggest that students who attend stand-alone mentoring programmes highly benefit from them, and get better grades (Murray, 2006). However attendance to these voluntary sessions are generally around 30% of the class population, meaning that the service does not reach those that truly need it the most. This then begs the question, is this the most equitable way to deliver peer support to incoming, new to university students?

A study conducted by Colmar Brunton with students who had withdrawn from the Faculty of Arts in University of Auckland showed that many students left because they did not feel any sense of belonging with the university, and nor did they make any meaningful connections with other students. This then led to an in-depth analysis, as well as hosting talanoa with our current students, and student mentors. A key question that emerged during this phase was why do student mentors function outside the classroom? Why not make them part of tutorials, so that the service is provided to all, and not just those who can attend the sessions outside their timetable slots?

Through this work the Arts+ mentoring programme was born. An innovative method that led to mentors embedded within all stage one courses, and an introduction of week one tutorials that were led by Arts+ mentors.

The results? 100% attendance to week one tutorials, increase in students reporting that they feel well informed, increase in the number of students accessing CANVAS, and an increase in the number of students feeling a sense of belonging.

**Learning outcomes**
- Shifting the focus of mentoring from outside the classroom to inside the classroom
- Equity of service to ensure that it reaches all who attend class
- Working through challenges with academic colleagues – how we overcame these
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Both Chip and Vandana have worked towards the implementation of the Arts+ mentoring programme which has an emphasis on whanaungatanga as a crucial element in helping new students feel a sense of place as they transition into the next phase of their academic journey.